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The optical injection of spin, current, and spin current in bulk Ge is investigated theoretically. Spin-polarized
carriers can be photoexcited by monochromatic circularly polarized light through either one- or two-photon
processes. With simultaneous � and 2� irradiation, currents can be injected and coherently controlled by
interference of one- and two-photon transition amplitudes. We calculate the spectral dependence of these
all-optical effects, including anisotropy and dichroism effects and a careful description of the hole spin injec-
tion. Injection at the E1 resonance is studied thanks to an adaptive grid and a full-zone k ·p band structure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Germanium is between gallium and arsenide in the peri-
odic table, and so the properties of Ge and GaAs naturally
exhibit many similarities. Indeed, in simple models of the
band structure of GaAs near the center of the Brillouin zone
the difference between the Ga and As atoms is neglected, in
which case the lattice structure of GaAs �zinc blende� is
identical to that of Ge �diamond�, and there is no qualitative
difference between the band structures of the two semicon-
ductors. Of course, in more accurate models and calculations
there are crucial differences. Since there is no center-of-
inversion symmetry in GaAs the crystal can exhibit second-
order nonlinear optical effects while Ge cannot: certain in-
terband momentum matrix elements have different symmetry
constraints in Ge than in GaAs; and GaAs is a direct band-
gap semiconductor while in Ge the conduction-band mini-
mum occurs at the L point rather than at the center of the
Brillouin zone, and the gap is indirect.

This last effect leads to important differences in the be-
havior of optically injected carriers. In Ge the scattering to
the side valleys at the L points is an effective relaxation
process for electrons injected near the � point; this process
does not exist in GaAs. While in GaAs the spin-relaxation
times for holes are typically much shorter than those for
electrons,1,2 it is not clear how this scattering channel will
affect the spin dynamics of injected electrons in Ge, and
whether or not the injected hole spins might play a more
dominant role in the spin dynamics of Ge than they do in
GaAs. Current experimental work is underway to address
this point.3,4 In any case, the loss of injected electrons from
the � region should make it easier to study the hole dynamics
and the hole spin polarization in Ge, via pump-probe experi-
ments, than it is to study them in GaAs; the direct-gap energy
of Ge, which is only slightly higher than its indirect mini-
mum gap, lies within the optical regime.

Thus the optical injection of carriers—both electrons and
holes—is interesting from the point of view of fundamental
physics, and with respect to possible applications in spintron-
ics, where one seeks to use the spin degree of freedom of
carriers to transport information.5,6 Indeed, even if only its
electrons were considered, Ge would be an interesting mate-
rial to study. For its most abundant isotope has a spinless
nucleus, reducing electron-spin decoherence, which is domi-
nated by hyperfine interaction with nuclear spins.5

An important first step in any such program is the calcu-
lation of the injection of spin-polarized carriers, or “optical
orientation,” in Ge.7 This can result from either one-photon
absorption across the band gap or two-photon absorption
with a sum photon energy greater than the band-gap energy.
Contrary to the linear response, which is isotropic, two-
photon absorption in diamond and zinc-blende materials ex-
hibits anisotropy and dichroism.8 Parameters of the two-
photon absorption coefficient have been calculated for GaAs
�Refs. 9–11� and Ge,12,13 but there still seems to be disagree-
ment in measured values for Ge,14–16 as pointed out by Raus-
cher and Laenen.16

As well, the optical control of injected carriers is also of
interest. It has been shown that carrier motion can be con-
trolled in bulk semiconductors by irradiation with a “two-
color field,” containing a fundamental carrier frequency and
its second harmonic; carriers are injected with a net average
velocity from an interference of one- and two-photon transi-
tion amplitudes.17 Such “1+2” effects have been experimen-
tally observed in GaAs �Refs. 18–20� and Ge.21 By taking
advantage of spin-orbit splitting in the valence bands, spin-
polarized and pure spin currents have been injected in
GaAs.22–25 While a recent experiment reports the detection of
optically injected pure spin current in Ge,3 that semiconduc-
tor has been the subject of many fewer studies than GaAs.

Motivated by the promise of interesting and novel elec-
tron and hole spin dynamics in Ge, in this paper we describe
and calculate the spin, current, and spin-current injection in
bulk Ge. We focus exclusively on direct absorption pro-
cesses, neglecting the much weaker indirect, phonon-assisted
processes that can occur at transition energies slightly less
than the direct gap. Because of the �→L scattering present
in Ge but absent in GaAs, it is likely that both electron and
hole spin dynamics will be important; thus we pay equal
attention to the contribution of both these carriers to spin
injection. We also offer some comparisons with GaAs to ad-
dress the issue of whether an effect is universal among cubic
crystals or particular to a specific material. To compute op-
tical properties, we use readily available 30-band k ·p band
structures.26 Various k ·p models with a 14-state basis have
been successfully used in calculations of optical responses of
semiconductors.9,27–30 However, the accuracy of such band
structures is limited to a range of roughly 0.5 eV above and
below the semiconducting band gap, thus limiting their use-
fulness. A number of band structure features evidenced by
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experimental data, such as the joint density of states respon-
sible for the E1 optical absorption edge, are simply missing
in 14-band k ·p models. Extending the basis to 30 states
allows the correct description of the highest valence bands
and lowest conduction bands in a range of over 10 eV.26 This
allows the prediction of optical responses at photon energies
well above the 0.5 eV window.

In Sec. II of this paper, we describe the details of the
30-band k ·p model. We use the k ·p band structure as a basis
for the calculations in the following sections. In Sec. III, we
present carrier- and spin-injection calculations for both one-
and two-photon absorption. We then study 1+2 interference
currents and coherent control in Sec. IV. Our results are sum-
marized in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

We consider the one-electron Schrödinger equation for an
eigenstate � subject to the Hamiltonian H=H0+HS-O. The
Hamiltonian H0 includes a periodic potential V�r� attribut-
able to the crystalline structure, H0= p2 /2m+V�r�, and HS-O
is the spin-orbit interaction

HS-O =
1

2m2c2S · ��V � p� , �1�

where S and p are spin and momentum operators, m is the
electron mass, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. In Eq.
�1�, we have neglected relativistic corrections proportional to
�S��V�2.29

The coordinate representation of the eigenstates of H are
Bloch functions, �nk�r�=eik·runk�r�, products of plane waves
and lattice periodic functions unk�r�, with energy eigenvalue
��n�k�. The band index is denoted by n and k is the wave
vector. The periodic u functions obey the k ·p Hamiltonian

Hk = H0 + HS-O +
�2k2

2m
+

�

m
k · p . �2�

If known, the eigenstates at k=0 serve as an infinite basis for
expansion of the eigenstates of Hk. However, in practice this
expansion is limited to a manageable number of states. The
basis states used are those closest in energy to the band gap
at the � point. Their transformation properties can be deter-
mined by the symmetry of the lattice. Germanium belongs to
the Oh symmetry group of cubic, centrosymmetric materials.

A. Thirty-band model

A set of 30 �-point states is used as a basis to expand
eigenstates of the k ·p Hamiltonian �2�. The states are given
by Richard et al.26 and shown schematically in Fig. 1. The
basis is an extension of the 15-band model of Cardona and
Pollak31 by direct product with the eigenstates of Sz. In this
paper, we use the Oh double-group notation even for GaAs,
unless it is otherwise noted. In addition to the states used in
a 14-band model, the model used here introduces four upper
conduction levels: two s-like states ��6u

+ and �7q
− �, a p-like

multiplet ��7d/8d
+ �, and �8d

− , which is a doubly degenerate
level �fourfold degenerate if counting spin� associated with
d-like atomic functions that have the symmetry of Dz=3z2

−r2 and Dx=�3�x2−y2�. Another s-like valence state ��6v
+ � is

also added.

B. Matrix elements

Under the symmetry operations of Oh, the momentum op-
erator p transforms like �4

−. Within the 30-state basis, inde-
pendent momentum matrix elements are32,33

�Sc�px�Xv� � imP0/� , �3a�

�Sc�px�Xd� � imPd/� , �3b�

�Sq�px�Xv� � imP2/� , �3c�

�Sq�px�Xd� � imP2d/� , �3d�

�Dz�px�Xv� � imP3/� , �3e�

�Dz�px�Xd� � imP3d/� , �3f�

�Sv�px�xc� � imPs/� , �3g�

�Xv�py�zc� � imQvc/� , �3h�

∆so
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: {|Dz〉 , |Dx〉}

: {|Xv〉 , |Yv〉 , |Zv〉}

: {|xc〉 , |yc〉 , |zc〉}

: {|Xd〉 , |Yd〉 , |Zd〉}

FIG. 1. Diagram of the states included in the 30-band model.
Bands are labeled by zone-center energy and by �-point irreducible
representations under the Oh double and simple group. To the right
of the simple group notation are the basis states associated with that
level.
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�Su�px�xc� � imPu/� , �3i�

�xc�py�Zd� � imQcd/� . �3j�

The spin-orbit coupling instead has the symmetry �4
+ with

independent terms

�Xv���V � p�y�Zv� � i
4m2c2

3�
�so, �4a�

�xc���V � p�y�zc� � i
4m2c2

3�
�c, �4b�

�Xd���V � p�y�Zd� � i
4m2c2

3�
�d, �4c�

�Xv���V � p�y�Zd� � i
4m2c2

3�
�vd. �4d�

The states Dz and Dx also couple with the �6c/8c
− multiplet

through the spin-orbit term34

�Dz���V � p�x�xc� � i
4m2c2

3�
�3c. �4e�

The P’s, Q’s, and �’s are real parameters defined by these
equations. The values that we use in this paper are those of
Richard et al.,26 reproduced for Ge and GaAs in Table I. For
noncentrosymmetric materials, there exist, in principle, a
number of additional nonzero matrix elements due to the
lower symmetry. However, in order to describe GaAs, Rich-
ard et al. found it sufficient to introduce only one additional
momentum parameter: P���−i� /m��Sc�px�xc�. Other terms
are left null, including the spin-orbit coupling �� �some au-

thors denote this by �̄ or �−� connecting ��xc� , �yc� , �zc�	 with
��Xv� , �Yv� , �Zv�	.35

C. Computational details

The validity of calculations using the 30-band model has
been addressed in a recent comparison with density-
functional theory.39 We prefer the present k ·p approach over
an ab initio treatment for two main reasons. First, computa-
tional times, both overhead and per k point, are significantly
less in a k ·p calculation than in even a local-density-
approximation calculation. Second, the underestimation of
the band-gap characteristic of density-functional-theory cal-

culations is particularly significant in Ge; “scissors” cor-
rected band structures give poor fits to the actual band fea-
tures close to the � point, and more sophisticated many-body
extensions to this simple strategy require much more
computation.40,41

All calculations employ the independent particle approxi-
mation, associating the perturbing electric field used in the
response calculations with the Maxwell field in the medium.
Many-body effects and the consequences of phonon scatter-
ing are neglected throughout. In particular, optical absorption
across the indirect gap of germanium—possible with the
contribution of crystal momentum from phonon
scattering—is neglected. This effect is much weaker than
direct absorption, although it dominates the linear optical
response for photon energy in the range Eig	��	Edg,
where, at zero temperature, the indirect and direct energy
gaps are Eig=0.744 eV and Edg=0.898 eV.42

A difficulty that arises in any band-structure calculation is
the problem of efficient k-point sampling when performing
numerical integration. We find that a few spectral features of
the injection tensors require a significant number of k points
in order to resolve them numerically. We use the reduction
method of Blöchl et al.43 and an adaptive refinement tech-
nique to produce an irreducible wedge covering the equiva-
lent of the full Brillouin zone at various degrees of coarse-
ness. The resulting grid uses 90 124 k points; the finest
region, at the zone center, is covered by an effective 1280
�1280�1280 grid. We perform integration by linearly in-
terpolating integrands and energies over tetrahedral volume
elements. The details of the refinement and integration steps
are described elsewhere.39

III. CARRIER AND SPIN INJECTION

A. One-photon process

In this section, we present microscopic calculations of
spin injection. We initially consider the linear response of the
semiconductor to a monochromatic field of frequency �

E�t� = E���e−i�t + c.c. �5�

with �� greater than the direct band-gap energy Edg. The

rate of one-photon spin injection Ṡ1 is

Ṡ1
a��� = 
1

abc���Eb�− ��Ec��� . �6�

In this paper, Roman superscripts indicate Cartesian compo-
nents along the cubic axes; summation over repeated indices

TABLE I. Material parameters.

�eV� Ge GaAs �eV� Ge GaAs �eV Å� Ge GaAs �eV Å� Ge GaAs

E7q 18.36 13.64 E6v −13.14 −12.55 P0 9.681 9.232 Pd −0.139 0.195

E8d 17.0 11.89 �so 0.290 0.341 P2 3.092 4.891 P2d 10.253 9.392

E3d 10.47 10.17 �vd 0.250 0.211 P3 4.456 4.328 P3d 7.749 5.819

E6u 7.77 8.56 �c 0.210 0.081 Ps 2.020 3.045 Qvc 8.200 7.998

E8c 3.22 4.569 �d, �3c 0 0 Pu 8.244 8.648 Qcd 6.826 4.068

Edg 0.90 1.519 P� 0.500
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is implied. A standard Fermi’s golden-rule �FGR� derivation
of 
1

abc��� neglects coherences between nearly degenerate
excited states. Because the bandwidth of a typical laser can
excite superpositions of states, such coherences must be in-
cluded to capture the physics. We follow a multiple-scale
approach, in the manner of Nastos et al.,39 to obtain an ex-
pression for 
1

abc���=
1;e
abc���+
1;h

abc��� including coherences.
The electron contribution 
1;e

abc��� and the hole contribution

1;h

abc��� are given by


1;e

�h�

abc
��� = �− �

�e2

�2�2 

c,c�,v

�c,v,v��

� � d3k

8�3S cc�

�v�v�

a
�k�vcv

b��k�v c�v

�cv��

c
�k�

� ����cv�k� − � + ��� c�v
�cv��

�k� − �� , �7�

where throughout this paper we take e=−�e� to be the charge
of the electron. For a given band m, the Bloch state �mk� has
energy eigenvalue ��m�k�. The quantities vmn�k� and Smn�k�
denote the matrix elements of the velocity and spin operators
between bands m and n at wave vector k

�mk�v�nk�� = vmn�k���k − k�� , �8�

�mk�S�nk�� = Smn�k���k − k�� . �9�

When evaluating the velocity operator, we neglect the
anomalous part arising from spin-orbit coupling.29 We use
the definitions �mn�k���m�k�−�n�k� and, later in this pa-
per, �̄mn�k����m�k�+�n�k� /2. When a band index c or v
is used, it is understood that the corresponding summation is
restricted only to conduction or valence bands, respectively.
The prime on the summation in Eq. �7� indicates an addi-
tional restriction to degenerate or quasidegenerate pairs of
states for which ��cc�� �or ��vv��� 	cut /�. The cutoff value of
cut=30 meV is chosen because it matches both kBT at room
temperature and a typical laser linewidth.39 Its repercussions
on the results are discussed below.

The macroscopic spin injection Ṡ could be due to a large
number of weakly polarized carriers or a few highly polar-
ized ones. To distinguish between these two cases, we use a
measure of the average spin per carrier, or the degree of spin
polarization �DSP�, defined by

DSPa =
Ṡa

�

2
ṅ

, �10�

where ṅ is the carrier injection rate. From FGR or from a
multiple-scale derivation, the one-photon absorption rate is
given by

ṅ1��� = �1
ab���Ea�− ��Eb��� �11�

with

�1
ab��� =

2�e2

�2�2 

c,v
� d3k

8�3vcv
a��k�vcv

b �k����cv�k� − � . �12�

For diamond and zinc-blende crystal structures, a single in-
dependent component of the carrier-injection tensor exists:

�1
xx=�1

yy =�1
zz. It is related to the susceptibility of the material

by Im�����= �
2 �1���. The spin-injection pseudotensor also

has an unique independent component: 
1
xyz=
1

yzx=
1
zxy =

−
1
xzy =−
1

yxz=−
1
zyx. Within the independent particle approxi-

mation, the quantities �1
xx and 
1

xyz are, respectively, purely
real and purely imaginary; ���� and 
1��� are plotted for Ge
in Fig. 2.

As a sample calculation, we consider an optical field
which is left-circularly polarized and propagating along the
−ẑ direction, where x, y, and z describe three general mutu-
ally orthogonal right-handed axes, so that E���=E0�̂−,
where E0 is the field amplitude and �̂�= �x̂� iŷ� /�2. We
find that injected spins are parallel to the z axis, independent
of how the laboratory coordinate system is oriented with
respect to crystallographic axes. The degree of spin polariza-
tion is given by DSPz���= �� /2�−1Im�
1

xyz��� /�1
xx��� and is

shown in Fig. 3.
At the onset of absorption, injected electrons are 50% spin

polarized. Such a value as been calculated for GaAs and can
be understood from the atomiclike states involved in the
�-point transitions.39 The top-valence and bottom-
conduction bands of Ge share the same character as those of
GaAs �Fig. 4�. The smaller band gap explains a shift of the
spectrum toward lower photon energies. The states involved
and the transition amplitudes are presented in Fig. 4�a�.

As the photon energy is increased, the DSP of electrons
drops but remains above 40% over a range of energy corre-
sponding to the spin-orbit splitting in the valence bands �290
meV in Ge�. At photon energy greater than 1.2 eV, the spin
polarization is reduced to as low as 10%. This results from a
combination of the onset of absorption from the split-off
band and a drop in the polarization from the light-hole-
mediated transition. A similar behavior has been seen in
spin-injection calculations in GaAs.39 Spin injection is en-
hanced again near 2.3 eV, which corresponds to the E1 ab-
sorption edge �cf . Fig. 2�. This stems from a high joint den-
sity of states between conduction and heavy-hole bands in
the �-L valley of the Brillouin zone.44
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The linear response of Ge as a function of
photon energy ��, computed from the 30-band k ·p model. The
imaginary part of the susceptibility ���� is shown in black with the
E1 and E1+�1 absorption features identified. The dashed red �dot-
ted blue� curve shows the electron �hole� spin-injection component

1

xyz���. The scale is such that the DSP can be read off by taking the
ratio of both quantities. Although expressions in the text are given
in the Gaussian system, all plots use SI units.
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Optically injected holes have a spin polarization which is
mostly opposite that of the electrons. At the band edge, how-
ever, the degree of hole spin polarization is −83.3%. This
value can be understood from the �-point states alone. As
shown in the diagram of Fig. 4�a�, circularly polarized light
excites electrons from the �Jz�=3� /2 and �Jz�=� /2 valence
states in a ratio of 3:1. The expectation value of Sz within
those electronic states is respectively � /2 and � /6, leaving
holes which are spin polarized by

3�−
�

2
� + 1�−

�

6
�

��/2��3 + 1�
= −

5

6

or −83.3%. Thus at the onset of absorption, where coher-
ences between heavy- and light-hole bands are excited, the
injected holes are significantly more spin polarized than the
electrons.

The DSP of the holes is decomposed into contributions
from different transitions in Fig. 5. Holes injected in the
heavy- and light-hole bands are both −83.3% spin polarized
at the band-gap energy. The strong polarization survives in-
creasing photon energy until the heavy- and light-hole band
splitting reaches the cutoff energy cut=30 meV, at which
point we are no longer keeping the coherences between
states. This corresponds to excitations into the heavy- and
light-hole bands that are roughly 50 and 80 meV, respec-
tively, above the absorption edge. Two significant drops in
polarization occur at those energies. Note that the value of 30
meV is a nominal number; what is observed close to the
fundamental absorption edge ultimately depends on the
bandwidth and other properties of the laser, as well as relax-
ation processes �cf . the inset of Fig. 3�. At the onset of in-
jection into the split-off band, −33.3% spin-polarized holes
are excited, whereas the light-hole contribution drops and
even changes sign. A similar decomposition of the electron
spin by transition gives an almost identical result as GaAs
�with corresponding shifts in the band-gap and split-off en-

ergies� and its presentation is omitted here �cf . Fig. 6 of
Nastos et al.39�.

B. Two-photon process

Two-photon carrier- and spin-injection processes occur at
rates proportional to the square of the intensity of the inci-
dent field rather than at rates linearly proportional to the
intensity characteristic of one-photon injection processes.
The second-order responses are

ṅ2��� = �2
abcd���Ea�− ��Eb�− ��Ec���Ed��� , �13�

Ṡ2
a��� = 
2

abcde���Eb�− ��Ec�− ��Ed���Ee��� . �14�

The fifth-rank pseudotensor 
2
abcde��� and fourth-rank tensor

�2
abcd��� describe two-photon spin and carrier injection, re-

spectively. The latter is related to the degenerate part of ��3�,
the third-order nonlinear susceptibility, by Im���3��� ;
−� ,� ,��= �

3 �2���. From a microscopic derivation, either
using FGR �as in van Driel and Sipe45� or the more general
multiple-scale approach, it is given by
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Γ

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� �-point states contributing to spin
injection. The electron energy levels are labeled by the expectation
values �Jz� and �Sz�, in units of �, within those states. The solid red
arrows show the transitions induced by left-circularly polarized
light. Each adjacent number is the relative strength of that transition
at the onset of absorption. �b� Band structure near the zone center.
Optical transitions are identified by arrows as follow: plain black,
dashed red, and dotted blue curves correspond to the excitation of
electrons from the heavy, light, and split-off valence bands,
respectively.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The degree of spin polarization of carriers
optically injected in Ge by left-circularly polarized light. The plain
black �dashed red� curve shows the electron �hole� spin. Electron
spin polarization in GaAs is shown in a thin brown line for refer-
ence. Inset: DSP of the holes for different values of the cut-off
energy cut.
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�2
abcd��� =

2�e4

�4�4 

c,v
� d3k

8�3wcv
ab��k�wcv

cd�k� � ���cv�k� − 2� ,

�15�

where we define

wcv
ab�k� �

1

2

m

vcm
a �k�vmv

b �k� + vcm
b �k�vmv

a �k�
�m�k� − �̄cv�k�

. �16�

The quantity wvc
ab�k� is essentially the degenerate two-photon

transition amplitude. Without loss of generality, Eq. �16� has
been explicitly symmetrized with respect to the interchange
of Cartesian superscripts; they refer to the same electric field
component.

The two-photon injection tensor �2
abcd��� is purely real

within the independent particle approximation and has three
independent components: �2

xxxx, �2
xxyy, and �2

xyxy. In total, 21
nonzero components are formed by cyclic permutations of
Cartesian directions, or by exchanging a↔b, c↔d, or
ab↔cd. In an isotropic model, only two of these compo-
nents are independent; we have �2

xxxx=2�2
xyxy +�2

xxyy.10 The 30-
band model gives access to additional bands whose warping
effects on the valence bands of Ge creates anisotropy in the
two-photon absorption. Hutchings and Wherrett9 presented
two parameters, the anisotropy � and the linear-circular di-
chroism �, to characterize those effects

� =
�2

xxxx − 2�2
xyxy − �2

xxyy

�2
xxxx , �17�

� =
�2

xxxx − 2�2
xyxy + �2

xxyy

2�2
xxxx . �18�

In the isotropic limit, �=0 and �=�2
xxyy /�2

xxxx.10 We plot the
independent components of the two-photon absorption tensor
in Fig. 6, and the anisotropy and linear-circular dichroism
parameters in Fig. 7.

The onset of direct two-photon absorption occurs when
2�� matches the direct energy gap. The edge at 0.29 eV

marks the onset of absorption from the split-off band, a tran-
sition that is most sensitive to the field polarization; its effect
on the xyxy component is particularly small. These low-
energy contributions are transitions taking place at the zone
center that are dominated by allowed-forbidden processes.
That is, one of the matrix elements appearing in Eq. �16� is
nonvanishing at the � point �allowed� while the other van-
ishes there �forbidden� and only becomes nonzero as we
move away from zone center. Within a parabolic-band ap-
proximation, the spectral dependence of these transitions is
of the form �2��−Edg�3/2 / �2���5.46 Although we go beyond
this approximation with the 30-band model, these contribu-
tions retain this broad qualitative feature. The strong low-
energy absorption in Ge relative to GaAs can be explained
by the much smaller effective mass of conduction electrons
in the former. At excess photon energies of 1.5 and 1.7 eV,
two additional absorption edges are visible. These stem from
high joint density of states for absorption from the heavy-
and light-hole bands in the �-L valley. The same states are
also responsible for the E1 and E1+�1 peaks in the linear
response �cf . Fig. 2�.

For reasons described in Sec. III A, we use again a
multiple-scale approach to derive the two-photon spin-
injection pseudotensor. We obtain


2;e

�h�

abcde
��� = �− �

�e4

�4�4 

c,c�,v

�c,v,v��

� d3k

8�3S cc�

�v�v�

a
�k�wcv

ab��k�w c�v

�cv��

cd
�k�

� ����cv�k� − 2� + ��� c�v
�cv��

�k� − 2�� , �19�

reproducing the result that Bhat et al.27 obtained from heu-
ristic arguments. Within the independent particle approxima-
tion, 
2

abcde��� is purely imaginary and has two independent
components: 
2

xxyxz=−
2
xxzxy and 
2

xyzzz=
2
xyyyz=−
2

xzzyz=
−
2

xyzyy. All 48 nonzero elements can be related to 
2
xyzzz and


2
xxyxz by cyclic permutations of the Cartesian directions, ex-

changing b↔c, exchanging d↔e, or any combination of
these. We show electron and hole contributions to both com-
ponents in Fig. 8.

Note that Eqs. �15� and �19� are derived under the as-
sumption that there is no intermediate energy level exactly
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midway between initial and final states of the absorption
process. Therefore, in applying these formulas one has to be
particularly careful at energies where 2�� is sufficiently high
above the gap that an intermediate state exists at an energy
�� above the initial state. An investigation of the 30-band
k ·p band structure shows that the lowest photon energy at
which this occurs is ���1.57 eV, corresponding to an ex-
cess photon energy of 2.24 eV, and results from a small
region of k space where the lowest conduction band of ger-
manium is resonant with excitations from the heavy hole into
the second conduction band. We have verified that no reso-
nance occurs within the energy range we consider. In a more
general theory, resonances could be included with a dressed-
band approach, where the finite lifetime of the intermediate
state would also have to be taken into account.47

For left-circularly polarized light incident on either a
�001� or �111� direction, the injected spin polarization is an-
tiparallel with the propagation axis, with degrees of spin po-
larization given by

DSP2
�001� =

��/2�−12 Im�
2
xyzzz���

�2
xyxy��� −

1

2
�2

xxyy��� +
1

2
�2

xxxx���
,

DSP2
�111� =

��/2�−14

3
Im�
2

xxyxz��� + 
2
xyzzz���

4

3
��2

xyxy��� −
1

4
�2

xxyy��� +
1

4
�2

xxxx���� .

In terms of the anisotropy � and dichroism �, the denomina-
tors of these expressions are �2

xxxx�1−�� and �2
xxxx�1−�− 1

6��,
respectively. The two-photon DSP is shown for both orienta-
tions in Fig. 9, as a function of the photon energy ��. The
electron spin polarization near the onset of absorption is en-
hanced by a few percent compared to the value of 50% ob-
tained from linear absorption �cf . Fig. 3�. Cubic anisotropy

leads to only a small difference between the two orientations
in the average spin per injected carrier.

For the holes, the DSP is again roughly −5 /6 at the band
edge. The drop due to heavy- and light-hole band splitting is
more significant than in the linear process; once the two hole
bands have an energy separation of 30 meV or more, the
polarization falls sharply below −40%. On the other hand,
the onset of absorption for transitions from the split-off band
is not as pronounced. Although it does contribute to a de-
creasing DSP, this effect only reinforces a larger drop in
polarization from the light-hole transitions. This is analogous
to optical orientation under linear absorption �cf . Fig. 5�. At
larger photon energy, electron and hole polarizations are al-
most exactly opposite.

The DSP can be broken down into contributions arising
from different intermediate states or levels by restricting the
sum over m in Eq. �16�. This is shown for both electron and
hole spin polarization in Fig. 10. We distinguish between
two-photon processes mediated by either the highest valence
bands ��7v/8v

+ � or the lowest conduction band ��7c
− �. For the

range of photon energy considered, these are two-band tran-
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sitions; the intermediate state belongs to the same subset as
either the initial or final state. Two-band transitions are so-
called allowed-forbidden �a-f� processes. One should not be
misled by the name; the transition probability is truly zero
only at the � point and, in fact, an energy-denominator argu-
ment favors such transitions. Consider, for example, the
next-to-lowest conduction level ��6c/8c

− � as intermediates. For
noncentrosymmetric materials, this level ��7c/8c in Td double-
group notation� mediates the most energetically favorable
allowed-allowed �a-a� transition. In GaAs, it lies 4.488 eV
above the top of the valence band, or roughly three times the
band-gap energy �1.519 eV�. For �� on the order of the band
gap, this means that the denominator of Eq. �16� is two to
three times larger for this process than for a two-band pro-
cess. Thus, even the most favorable a-a process dominates
only very close to the band edge. Contributions from a-f
processes mediated through either the initial or final state are
otherwise more important.48 For germanium, the aforemen-
tioned a-a process is in fact allowed forbidden since the
momentum parameter P� vanishes identically under inver-
sion symmetry. For this reason, Ge does not exhibit the type
of variation in the two-photon DSP seen near the band-edge
of inversion asymmetric crystals, typically over a range of 10
meV, reported by Bhat et al.27 for GaAs and other III-V
semiconductors.

Electrons injected with a transition mediated through the
conduction band �dashed red curve in Fig. 10� have a DSP of
roughly 40% at the band edge, compared to 60% for valence-
band-mediated transitions �black curve�. Complex transition
rules within the valence level, which consists of split J
=3� /2- and J=� /2-like sublevels, can explain the stronger
spin polarization for the latter type of transitions. This sup-
ports the argument that the valence-band structure is crucial
to the spin injection process. Above the onset of absorption,
the DSP of carriers excited through valence-band mediation
decreases with increasing photon energy due to band mixing
among heavy- and light-hole bands. The DSP of conduction-
band-mediated electrons, on the contrary, is not very sensi-
tive to the substructure of these bands; it goes down by only
a few percents over the same energy range. Both types of
transitions suffer a significant drop in polarization at energies
where the split-off band starts contributing.

IV. COHERENT CONTROL

In this section, we concern ourselves with the motion of
optically injected carriers. Consider a semiconductor sub-
jected to a two-color optical field

E�t� = E���e−i�t + E�2��e−2i�t + c.c. �20�

consisting of monochromatic beams of frequency � and 2�.
With such harmonically related components, one-photon ab-
sorption at 2� matches two-photon absorption at �. It has
been shown that the interference of the probability ampli-
tudes for the two processes leads to injected charge17 and
spin22 currents, examples of so-called 1+2 interference. The
total injection rate for carrier density is given by

ṅ = ṅ1�2�� + ṅ2��� , �21�

where ṅ1 is from one-photon absorption of the 2� beam and
ṅ2 is from two-photon absorption of the � beam with their
respective expressions given in Eqs. �11� and �13�. The car-
rier injection due to the interference of one- and two-photon
absorption, often called population control, is zero for Ge
due to center-of-inversion symmetry.49

Inversion symmetry also prohibits current injection in
centrosymmetric materials from one-color processes alone.
Rather, the source of current injection in those materials
comes from the crossterm of one- and two-photon ampli-
tudes. So, although 1+2 interference does not lead to popu-
lation control, it is essential to coherently controlled current
and spin-current injection in Ge.

A. Current injection

The charge current due to the crossterm of transition am-
plitudes from � and 2� beams has an injection rate given by

J̇I
a = �I

abcd���Eb�− ��Ec�− ��Ed�2�� + c.c. �22�

The fourth-rank tensor �I
abcd��� includes contributions from

both electrons and holes. An FGR derivation gives the mi-
croscopic expression17

�I;e

�h�

abcd
��� = �− �

i�e4

�3�3

c,v
� d3k

8�3v cc

�vv�

a
�k�wcv

bc��k�vcv
d �k�

� ���cv�k� − 2� . �23�

This expression sums the contributions to the current from
each injected carrier. The first velocity matrix element above
is from the expectation value of the current operator; its su-
perscript corresponds to the direction of the current. The
product of wvc

bc�k� and vcv
d �k� is directly related to the cross-

term of two- and one-photon transition amplitudes, respec-
tively. For zinc-blende and diamond structure crystals there
are 21 nonzero components to �I

abcd���, related—by the ex-
change b↔c, ab↔cd, and cyclic permutations of the
indices—to only three independent components: �I

xxxx, �I
xxyy,

and �I
xyyx. They are plotted in Fig. 11 as a function of the

energy 2�� in excess of the direct energy gap.

B. Spin-current injection

Bhat and Sipe22 have shown that upon excitation with the
harmonically related two-color field of Eq. �20� a carrier
population can be injected with a nonzero expectation value
of the spin-current operator Kab= �vaSb�. Spin-current injec-
tion results from the interference of two-photon absorption at
� and one-photon absorption at 2�. Explicitly

K̇I
ab = �I

abcde���Ec�− ��Ed�− ��Ee�2�� + c.c. �24�

The fifth-rank pseudotensor �I
abcde��� includes electron and

hole contributions. In order to properly treat coherences be-
tween excited states, we employ the multiple-scale approach,
as in the spin-injection calculations of Sec. III. This yields
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�I;e

�h�

abcde
���= �− �

i�e3

2�3�3 

c,c�,v

�c,v,v��

� d3k

8�3K cc�

�v�v�

ab
�k�wcv

cd��k�v c�v

�cv��

e
�k�

�����cv�k� − 2� + ��� c�v
�cv��

�k� − 2�� , �25�

where Kmn
ab �k� is the spin-current matrix element between

bands m and n at wave vector k

�mk�vaSb�nk�� = Kmn
ab ��k − k�� . �26�

It is evaluated from velocity and spin matrix elements, after
inserting a resolution of unity between those operators on the
left-hand side.

For zinc-blende and diamond structure crystals the spin-
current injection pseudotensor �I

abcde��� has six independent
components and, in total, 54 nonzero elements. They are
formed by cyclic permutations of the Cartesian indices and
by the following relations

�I
xxxyz = �I

xxyxz = − �I
xxxzy = − �I

xxzxy ,

�I
xyzxx = �I

xyxzx = − �I
xzxyx = − �I

xzyxx,

�I
xyzyy = �I

xyyzy = − �I
xzzyz = − �I

xzyzz,

�I
xyzzz = − �I

xzyyy ,

�I
xyxxz = − �I

xzxxy ,

�I
xyyyz = − �I

xzzzy .

In Fig. 12, we show the calculated components for Ge.

C. Results

As an example, we consider the two-color field of Eq.
�20� propagating along the −ẑ direction with our laboratory

axes now aligned with crystallographic axes. The field com-
ponents are given by E���=E�ei��ê� and E�2��
=E2�ei�2�ê2�, where E�,2� and ��,2� are real amplitudes and
phases of the fields, and ê�,2� their polarizations. We con-
sider the cases of circular, colinear, and cross-linear polariza-
tions.

1. Circularly polarized beams

For cocircularly polarized beams of the same handedness,
ê2�= ê�= �̂�, we get from Eqs. �22� and �24�

J̇I =
1
�2

Im��I
xxxx − �I

xyyx + 2�I
xxyyE�

2 E2�m̂ , �27�

K̇I
ab = �

1
�2

��I
xyzzz − �I

xyxxz + 2�I
xyxzx�E�

2 E2�m̂aẑb

�
1
�2

��I
xyzzz − �I

xyyyz + 2�I
xyyzy�E�

2 E2�ẑam̂b. �28�

Equation �27� and the first term of Eq. �28� correspond to a
spin-polarized current with ẑ as the polarization axis. The
charge flow is along the direction m̂, given by m̂
= x̂ sin����� ŷ cos����, where ���2��−�2�; ��, a
phase-matching parameter, controls the direction of the cur-
rent. In Sec. III, we have seen how circularly-polarized
monochromatic light injects a spin population in the sample.
It is perhaps not so surprising, then, that the cocircularly
polarized two-component field induces a spin-polarized cur-
rent.

There is another contribution to the spin-current injection:
the second term in Eq. �28� is associated with carriers mov-
ing along the axis of incidence with their spins polarized
along m̂. This corresponds to a pure spin current since no net
charge current is associated with this component. If we in-
stead choose ê�= �̂� to form opposite-circularly polarized
beams, there is a change of sign for the contributions of
2�I

xxyy, 2�I
xyxzx, and 2�I

xyyzy in the above expressions.

2. Colinearly polarized beams

With colinearly polarized beams, both along x̂, the rates
of current and spin-current injection are
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J̇I = 2Im��I
xxxxx̂E�

2 E2� sin���� , �29�

K̇I
ab = 2�I

xyzzz�ŷaẑb − ẑaŷb�E�
2 E2� cos���� . �30�

We see that charge and spin currents are injected with their
phase-matching conditions out of phase by � /2 so that one is
at a maximum when the other vanishes. Within the indepen-
dent particle approximation �I is purely imaginary and �I is
purely real, which leads to the difference in the phases that
appear in Eqs. �29� and �30�.

This configuration offers only a weak spin-current re-
sponse due to the complete lack of helicity of the incident
beams. Pure spin currents arise in the plane perpendicular to
the polarization of the fields with a magnitude proportional
to the small but nonzero pseudotensor component �I

xyzzz �cf .
Fig. 12�. At low excitation energy �2�� less than 0.4 eV
above the absorption edge�, the response is almost com-
pletely accounted for by the contribution from electrons
alone. This is also true for the injection enhancement at 1.6
eV of excess photon energy, which stems from the large
number of states available at this energy difference in the
�-L valley. For mid-range photon energies, the electron con-
tribution nearly vanishes, the hole contribution becomes im-
portant, and the total injected spin current is reversed; it
reaches a maximum amplitude roughly 25% higher than the
low-energy maximum.

Another component of the response to the colinear beams
is the charge current injected parallel to the polarization axis
with a magnitude proportional to �I

xxxx �cf . Fig. 11�.50 As is
commonly done,45,51 we characterize the average velocity
per injected carriers forming this current by introducing a
swarm velocity, defined by

vs
x =

J̇x

eṅ
�31�

with ṅ from Eq. �21�. This quantity is maximized in the
following way: first, we adjust the phases of the beams until
�� is a multiple of � /2. Second, we adjust the intensities of
the � and 2� beams so that the velocity in Eq. �31� is maxi-
mized; this occurs when the injection rates ṅ1�2�� and ṅ2���
are equal. When this is done, the swarm velocity, using J̇x

from Eq. �29�, takes its maximal value

vs,max
x ��� =

Im��I
xxxx���

e��1
xx�2���2

xxxx���
. �32�

We show the maximal swarm velocity versus excess photon
energy in Fig. 13. Excitations at the direct band-gap energy
inject only stationary electrons at the � point but the swarm
velocity increases quickly from zero to over 400 km/s within
a couple hundred meV of the absorption edge. At the onset of
transitions from the split-off band �2��−Edg=0.29 eV�,
slow-moving zone-center electrons are excited, bringing the
average velocity down. They are injected only in a small
number, however, and cannot account for the steady drop of
the electron swarm velocity in the 0.5–1.4 eV range, culmi-
nating in a dip at 220 km/s. This is better explained by the
“curving down” of the conduction band at these higher en-

ergies. Around the dip, which corresponds to a photon energy
of 2���2.3 eV, some electrons in the �-L direction of the
Brillouin zone have zero injection velocities. Electrons ex-
cited by slightly more energetic photons stem predominantly
from the high joint density of states associated with the E1
and E1+�1 absorption features. These have lesser velocities
compared to electrons in the �-X direction, which make up
for most of the injected current at high energies.

Injected holes are slower and have a much flatter velocity
spectrum, which is also apparent simply by looking at their
band dispersion. Low-energy holes, excited close to the �
point, have a swarm speed of about 160 km/s, less than half
the top electron speed, consistent with their larger average
effective mass. Due to warping of the light-hole band only a
few tens of meV above the absorption edge, the hole swarm
velocity drops. When the excess photon energy matches the
spin-orbit splitting, zone-center split-off holes are excited,
also bringing the average velocity down. At high photon en-
ergies, holes are injected in the �-X direction of the Brillouin
zone with large velocities; the current generated by the holes
can be as much as 45% of the total current. Both contribu-
tions from electrons and holes are reinforcing the current
over the entire energy range of our calculation.

3. Cross-linearly polarized beams

With cross-linearly polarized beams, � along x̂ and 2�
along ŷ, we get the following injection rates

J̇I = 2 Im��I
xyyxŷE�

2 E2� sin���� , �33�

K̇I
ab = 2��I

xyyyzẑax̂b − �I
xyxxzx̂aẑb�E�

2 E2� cos���� . �34�

The “cross-linear” configuration generates a strong pure spin
current �PSC� along the �-beam polarization axis with a
magnitude determined by �I

xyxxz and a polarization parallel to
the incident beams. Additionally, two weaker currents also
occur: a charge current along the second harmonic polariza-
tion axis and another PSC along the axis of incidence. The
magnitude of the charge current, given by �I

xyyx, is very small
for zone-center excitations. This tensor component is pre-
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FIG. 13. �Color online� Maximal swarm velocity for the charge
current injected with colinearly polarized � and 2� beams. Plain
black, dashed red curves: electron and hole velocity in Ge; brown
curves: electron and hole velocity in GaAs.
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dicted to be null by a parabolic-band model; low-energy de-
viations from zero are due to band warping.29 At higher en-
ergies, the assumption of parabolic bands is not even a good
first approximation. Our calculation shows that there is a
significant current arising from this tensor component when
excess photon energy exceeds 1.4 eV with electrons and
holes providing comparable contributions.

The smaller component of the spin-current response, pro-
portional to �I

xyyyz, injects a pure spin current parallel with
the axis of incidence. The electronic contribution to this
component is zero at the onset of absorption and remains
small even when excess photon energy is increased by a few
hundred meV’s. For 2��−Edg�1.5 eV, however, there is a
strong contribution from electrons in the �-X direction of the
Brillouin zone. The holes slightly reinforce the electron spin
current at this enhancement and at � but otherwise their con-
tribution has the opposite sign.

Let us now discuss the predominant spin-current re-
sponse: the PSC along the �-beam polarization axis with
carriers spin polarized parallel to the incident beams. The
associated pseudotensor component, �I

xyxxz, is particularly
strong at an excess photon energy of 0.25 eV �where excita-
tions from the split-off band are still excluded� and again at
1.5 eV. This PSC is dominated by electrons although there is
a significant contribution from holes at low energies.

In a pure spin current, spin-up and spin-down carriers are
moving in opposite directions. There is no overall spin injec-
tion along the polarization axis and the average carrier ve-
locity along the axis associated with the movement of carri-
ers is zero. Therefore, there is no expression for the swarm
velocity of carriers forming a PSC that is directly analogous
to Eq. �32� because there is no net current injection associ-
ated with the motion of carriers described by a spin current if
it is pure. However, for a subset of the injected carriers the
average velocity need not be zero. Recall, for example, the
simpler process of one-photon absorption, where there is no
injection of current. An electron, injected above the bottom
of the conduction band at some wave vector k, has a certain
velocity determined from the slope of the band at that k
point, while another, injected at −k, has the same energy but
opposite velocity. Only by averaging the microscopic veloci-
ties of carriers injected at k and −k do we arrive at the result
of zero net current.

More generally, suppose one is calculating some response
function G���, determined by a Brillouin-zone integration of
the form

G��� =� d3k

8�3g�k����cv�k� − 2�

similar to the spin, current, and spin-current injection tensors
of this paper. Clearly the integral G��� can vanish even
though the integrand g�k� does not. By looking at contribu-
tions to G��� from different parts of the Brillouin zone, one
can investigate the nature of the response. We use this strat-
egy to better characterize the PSC in the cross-linear con-
figuration. We cut the Brillouin zone in half at the yz plane
�i.e., the plane normal to the direction of the spin current�
and perform spin- and current-injection calculations over ei-

ther of these halves. Our calculations confirm that carriers
injected into the two halves �a� move in opposite directions
and �b� have opposite average spin polarization. This corre-
lation between motion and spin causes the PSC of Eq. �34� to
materialize.

It is the interference of amplitudes from one- and two-
photon absorption that gives rise to the spin injection in this
experimental configuration

ṠI
z = 2
I

zxxyE�
2 E2� cos���� , �35�

where 
I=
I;kx�0+
I;kx�0 is a purely real pseudotensor. In
noncentrosymmetric semiconductors, 
I

abcd is a manifestation
of spin population control,29,52 but in Ge, 
I

zxxy vanishes.
However, with a calculation including only the contribution
from k points with positive kx, a DSP analogous to Eq. �10�
can be defined. We choose field amplitudes that maximize
the spin-current injection and define

DSPPSC
z ��� =

��/2�−12
I;kx�0
zxxy ���

��1
xx�2���2

xxxx���
. �36�

Likewise, we introduce a measure of the swarm velocity of
positive-kx carriers

v̄PSC
x ��� =

�1;kx�0
xyy �2��

e�1
xx�2��

+
�2;kx�0

xxxxx ���

e�2
xxxx���

. �37�

Here, �1 and �2 are tensors for single-beam current injection
by one- and two-photon absorption, respectively. The former
leads to the �bulk� circular photogalvanic effect, which van-
ishes in crystal of diamond and zinc-blende structures.53 Its
microscopic expression is given by van Driel and Sipe;45 �2
is constructed in a similar way.

The effective quantities of Eqs. �36� and �37� describe
PSC injection. They are shown in Fig. 14. We find that by
selecting carriers with a positive kx, our calculation of the
effective swarm velocity shows values that are close to three
times larger than the maximal swarm velocity of Fig. 13 for
the charge current, which includes all carriers. One has to
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FIG. 14. �Color online� �a� Average velocity and �b� degree of
spin polarization of positive-kx carriers making up the pure spin
current injected with cross-linearly polarized � and 2� beams. Car-
riers with negative kx have the opposite polarization and velocity.
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keep in mind that Eq. �37� takes into account only half of the
injected carriers and that averaging over the whole Brillouin
zone yields no net motion.

Our calculation of 
I
zxxy is performed with the multiple-

scale approach to include coherences. We find that hole po-
larization is close to 80% at the onset of absorption. Break-
ing the calculation down into contributions from each
valence band shows that light-hole polarization is 60% while
heavy holes are fully polarized. The polarizations associated
with these bands exhibit plateaus over ranges of roughly 40
and 25 meV, respectively. As photon energy is increased fur-
ther, the combined DSP drops to roughly 35%. At higher
energies, transitions involving the heavy-hole band yield
electrons and holes with a mirrored polarization; the net spin
polarization follows a slow monotonic decline, but does not
change sign in the energy range presented here. The light-
hole polarization drops more steeply and changes sign at
���670 meV. This, combined with additional −25% polar-
ized holes being injected into the split-off band for ��
�595 meV, provides the decreasing average hole spin po-
larization visible in Fig. 14�b�.

Electrons are injected with −40% polarization at the �
point with roughly equal contributions from transitions origi-
nating from the heavy- and light-hole bands. As the excess
photon energy increases from the band-gap energy, there is
an increase in the spin polarization of electrons excited from
the light-hole band. This rise almost exactly balances the
decrease in polarization for the heavy-hole-mediated transi-
tions, thus forming a plateau in the combined DSP for a wide
range of low energies: Edg�2���Edg+�so. At the onset of
absorption from the split-off band, electrons excited from the
light-hole band exhibit decreasing polarization. Electrons ex-
cited from the split-off band have a strong opposite polariza-
tion �70%� and largely contribute to a sharp drop in the DSP.
At higher energies, hole- and electron-spin polarizations fol-
low the same decreasing trend.

V. CONCLUSION

We have performed calculations of optical spin, current,
and spin-current injection in bulk germanium and have
shown their spectral dependence. A wide range of excitation
energy is covered, including the E1 resonance, by virtue of
the full-zone band structure offered by the 30-band k ·p
model. By comparison, previous studies were limited to a
few hundred meV’s above the band edge. Anisotropic effects
in the band structure contribute to stronger two-photon car-

rier and spin injection for light incident on a �111� surface
but the average spin per injected carrier is almost insensitive
to the crystal orientation. We find that high spin injection is
achieved at an excess photon energy 200 meV above the
direct gap.

We also defined and computed effective measures of
swarm velocity and polarization for pure spin currents. We
argue that a PSC originates from correlated motion and po-
larization, and compute average velocity and spin for only a
subset of carriers with positive crystal momentum along the
direction of motion of the PSC. In the case of cross-linearly
polarized, harmonically related beams incident on �001�, we
find that the spectral dependence of the carrier polarization is
comparable to both one- and two-photon spin orientation,
and that velocities are three times as large as typical swarm
velocities of optically injected charge currents. For many of
the current calculations, a centrosymmetric material has been
considered for the first time. Such materials facilitate the
study of coherently controlled interference currents experi-
mentally since no one-beam currents occur.

For the effects presented here, the optical response of Ge
resembles qualitatively that of GaAs. The magnitude of most
response tensors are larger for Ge than for GaAs due to
lighter effective masses in germanium. Perhaps the most sig-
nificant difference comes from the side-valley relaxation
mechanism in Ge; although injection processes are very
similar for both semiconductors, we expect that the subse-
quent dynamics is not. The conduction-band minimum at the
L point in Ge offers a relaxation process for injected elec-
trons which gives greater access to holes. As a consequence,
holes can be expected to play an important role and we have
studied their contributions to the various injection tensors.
Indeed, a recent measurement in Ge shows that the detected
PSC signature relaxes on a much faster time scale than in
GaAs although the technique could not determine whether
the fast dynamics is due to electron intervalley scattering or
hole spin-relaxation time.3 Probing these effects in spin and
current injection in Ge is a subject of ongoing experimental
investigations.4
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